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FILE FOLDER BOOK PROJECT

Over summer vacation you're required fo read one book (of course you can

read many more), and create a File Folder Book Project) Your File Folder Book

Project wili include a creative represen+a±ion of the book's cover, a plot

diagram, character chart seffing profile, theme analysis, personal reflection,

and a listing of other books by the same author.

While reading the book, you will be completing first draff pages fhaf require

you to make note of the novel's plot characters, setting, theme, and your

personal reactions +0 The novel. Then, you will write final copies of each

project element and assemble them in a file folder.

Your work on each element of The

File Folder Book Project will

showcase your understanding of

The book you read. Your final

proJecf should be creative, detailed,

insightful, and created with carel
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Your final project will be graded on your work on the first draft materials AND The
qualify of your work on the final File Folder Project. Check out the rubric to see

exactly how your project will be evaluated. You should showcase your understanding

of The novel and your creativity when completing The project.

Your file folder will include the followirg

A picture of the book's cover (illustrated by you or found on The
internet)

A plot diagram

A character chart

A setting review Including an illustration (either by you or from another
source)

A Theme analysis

A personal reflection (over 12 sentences long)

A listing of other books by The author of the book you read

To complete your file Folder Book Project, you'll need:

A book to read (something appropriate for your reading level)
This packet filled with the directions, pre-wrife activities, and rough

drafts

A set of the final copy pages fhaf you will be placing inside your File
Folder Book Project

A manila file folder
Scissors, glue, colored pencils, and other decorative elements

Copyrlght 0 2016 Brain Waves Instruction A1} rights reserved by author.
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Name

FILE FOLDER BOOK PROJECT GRADING RUBRIC

Regulgp
Elements

Content

Originality

Attractiveness

Grammar,

Mechanics, and

Spelling

The final file

folder project

includes ail the

required
elements of the

assignment as
well as

additional

information.

The project
reflects deep
understanding
and accuracy
regarding the

book.

Several of the

elements of the

final product
reflect an

exceptional
degree of

creativity and
originality.

The final

project is

exceptionally
attractive in

terms of design,

layout and
neatness.

Grammar,
mechanics,

and spelling
are correct

throughout the

ro•ect.

All required
elements are
induded.

The project
reflects

understanding
and accuracy
regarding the

book.

Several

reflect student

creativity in

their creation

and/or design.

The final

project is
attractive in

terms of design,

layout, and
neatness.

There are one
two errors in

grammar,
mechanics,

and speiling.

2

All but one of
the required

are

included.

The project
reflects some
understanding
and accuracy
regarding the

book.

Few elements
reflect student

creativity in

their creation

and/or design.

The final

project is

acceptably
attractive,

though it may
be a bit messy.

There are three

errors in

grammar,
mechanics,

and speiiing.

required
elements are

missing.

The project
reflects little

understanding
and accuracy
regarding the

book.

No evidence of
creativity and

originality.

The final

project is

distractingly

messy or poorly
designed.

There are four

or more errors
in grammar,
mechanics,

and spelling.

TOTAL: First Draft Packet ______/15 + File Folder Book Project -———-—/20= / 35

All rights reserved by author.
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3.

H.

5.

6.

7.
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FILE FOLDER BOOK PROJECT

Select a book fo read That is at your reading level

While reading your book, make notes about The novePs plot charactere,

setting, Theme, and your personal reactions to the book. Make your notes

on FIRST DRAFT pages.

Affer you have finished your book and completed all of your FIRST

DRAFT pages, review your work. Check your work for accuracy, spelling,

mechanics, and grammar. Find ways fo improve your first draff pagee.

Remember, your work on the FIRST DRAFT will also be graded.

Begin working on your FINAL COPY pages. Write neatly. Do your best
workl

Assemble your File Folder Book Project.

• You will need:

Your FINAL COPY pages
A file folder
Glue

Scissors

Any pictures you plan to include (For example: the book

cover, other books, a scene from the book)

Art Supplies To "jazz up" your project (markers, glitter,

stickers, colorful paper)

Follow the template for how fo puf together file folder.

Review your File Folder Book Project. Make sure tha+ it is free from

errors and represents your beef effort.

Place your FIRST DRAFT materials inside of The file folder. Bring your

File Folder Book Project back +0 school on

Copyright 0 2016 Brain Waves Instruction AIE dghts reserved by author.
For classroom use by a single teacher. Please purchase one licensure per teacher using this pmduct.
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te FILE FOLDER BOOK PROJECT

FRONT COVER
Book Cover Design

.80.

INSIDE

Plot Diagram

Character Chart
CHARACTERS

BACK COVER

Personal Review

Copyright 0 2016 Brain Waves Instruction

SETTING

furs

Se++ing

Description &

Picture

Theme Analysis

Listing of Other

Books by the

Same Author

Alt rights reserved by author.



nt&t 'halt
MATERIALS

In your File Folder Project you will be charting 10 mqJor

plot events from the novel. While reading your book,
list the plot events below In sequential order (number
one should be an evenf from the beginning OF the book
and number fen should be an evenf af The end of the
book). Then, complete The first draff of the plot

diagram on The next page.

l.

2

3.

5.

6.

7.

8.

q.

10.

Now-.place a star next fo the most exciting parf of the novel This will represent

the climax of The story. If usually occurs Toward The end of the novel.

Copyright @ 2016 Brain Waves Instruction AFI rights reserved by author.
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Plot the fen events on fhe diagram below. This diagram will be your first

draft. The evenf That you put a star next fo will be the climax of the story.

The events leading up +0 The climax will be The rislng action of The plot. Affer

The climax, the remaining events will be the resolution or falling action.

NEXT STEPS:

Review the spelling and punctuation of The plot diagram.

Transfer the information from the first draft onfo the final copy plot

diagram provided +0 you.

Glue the final copy of The plot diagram fo the inside of the folder - left

side, fop of the folder.

All rights reserved by author.Copyright 0 2016 Brain Waves instruction
For classroom use only by a single teacher. Ptease purchase one licensure per teacher using this product.



CHARACTERS

Choose Three significant characters from The book. Complete the chart

below. List the characters' names (Include nicknames if applicable). Flil in -the

physical Traits section of the chart with information about The way

characters look and dress. The personality traits eecfion of the chart should

include what the character acte like.

n ell

CHARACTER NAME
PHYSICAL TRAITS

(include nicknames)

Answer the question

PERSONALITY TRAITS

What has the main character learned about himself/herself or about others Through his/her

experiences in the novel?

Copyright C 2016 Brain Waves Instruction
Foc classroom use onty by a single teacher.
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NEXT STEPS:

Take a look at the character fraifs that you included in The chart. Are

there any words that can swapped out for more more advanced

vocabulary? Is if possible to add even more fraife for each character?

Review the spelling and punctuation of the first draft character chart and

short response question

Transfer The information from your draft fo the final copy character

chart provided for you.

Glue the final copy of the charac+er

chart and shorf response question fo

the inside of The folder — left side,

boHom of the folder.

All rights reserved by author.
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Select a memorable scene location from the book (examples bus stop, friend's

house, park* desert).

WHERE does The scene take place?

LIST defails/adJecfives to describe the scene.

WHEN does This scene occur in the book?

For the final file folder you will need fo include a picture or illustration of the scene

you described above. Here are some options for the scene picture:
Draw The scene.
Print a picture fo represent the scene location.

Cu} out magazine pictures +0 represent the scene location.

The box below represents the amount of space you will have for the scene picture.

Practice or plan out your illustration below.

Copyright 2016 Brain Waves Instruction

For classroom use only by a single teacher.
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o

NEXT STEPS:

Take a look af your plan for the seHing picture. You'll want to make this

image visually appealing. Consider ways To make if colorful and bold.

Review the spelling and punctuation of your answers in response fo The

questions about the setting.

Transfer The information from your draff To The final copy seHing space

provided for you.

Glue The final copy to the inside of

the folder - right side, top of The

folder.

All dghts reserved by author.Copyright 0 2016 Brain Waves Instruction
For classroom use only by a single teacher. Please purchase one licensure per teacher using this product.



When you have finished reading your book, you can complete This page in your

FIRST DRAFT packet.

You need fo determine a theme for the book The Theme should be a lesson or

message That applies fo the world (not just The story). If's what The au+hor

wante The reader to learn, about life.

To determine The Theme consider:

What are The main things that happened in the book?

l.

2

3.

What do These events teach The reader about life?

What is the author's message or theme?

Copyright 0 2016 Brain Waves Instruction
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NEXT STEPS:

Review the spelling and punctuation of the first

draff of your Theme analysis.

Transfer the information from your draff to fKe

final copy Theme analysis space provided for you.

Glue The final copy fo the inside of The folder —

right side, bottom of the folder.

Copyright 0 2016 Brain Waves Instruction
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Now, combine your answers fo The personal reflection questions 1-7 to create a

well—developed paragraph Practice below.

FYI - At least twelve well-written sentences need fo be included.

The lines below represents The amount of space provided for the review. If you
run out of room add an additional piece of paper and tape if to final copy paper

NEXT

STEPS

provided for you.

Review the spelling and punctuation of The first draft revfew above.

Transfer your writing +0 The final copy review paper provided for you.

Glue The final copy fo the back of the folder along the fop.
Copyright 0 2016 Brain Waves Instruction
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1

2.

3

4

5.

6

7

If's time fo gef reflective about The book you

read. Answer the following queefions In a very
Thoughtful and defailed manner. Restate the

question in each of your responses.

What were your feelinøs affer reading the opening chapter(s) of this
book Q After reading half of the book? Affer finishinø the book?

Did the book make you lauøhQ Cry Q Smile Q Cheer Q txp(ain your reaction

or add your own

What connections are there between the book and your own life Q explain.

What are the best parts of the book? Why Q

What are the worst parts of the book? Why Q

Do you ltke The way the book endedQ Why or why not Q

the book between 1-10 (fen beinø the highest). explain your rafinø.

Att rights reserved by author.
Copyright 0 2016 Brain Waves Instruction
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The front cwer of your project should be bold, creative, and high qualify.

If must include the book's fifie and author.

Brainstorm ideas for your project cover design below. You may want fo

fry +0 gef an image of the book cover from The internet draw your own

illustration, or design a new cover. Feel free To add other images that

relate fo the novel, decorations, and creative elements to The cover.

COVER BRAINSTORM:

NEXT STEPS:

Make sure you have a creative design for your front cover.

Assemble the materials you will need and then design your project's front cover.

Copyright 0 2016 Brain Waves Instruction
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List other books written by the same author as the book you Just read.

Here are some ways fo locate the fifles of other books:
Look for other Titles listed in the book.

Go to the library.
Search The infernef.

Be sure fo use the correct capitalization and punctuation rules when

NEXT

STEPS

writing each title.

List the titles below:

Review the spelling, capitalization, and punctuation of the titles above

Transfer The listing of Titles to The "other books" space provided for you.

Glue +he final copy fo The back of the folder along the boHom.

All rights reserved by author.
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SAVE This PACKETI After you complete your Summer Reading Project stick

this packet inside your folder and turn if in with your File Folder Project.

The completion of This packet fs also part of your grade.

Remember that your Summer Reading Projecf will be your teacher's first

impression of you af the starf of the next school year, so make sure to

showcase your best effort.

Try fo complete this project throughout the summer. Spread out The

assignments and Tasks. Trying fo complete your reading, The drafts, and The

final copy only days before it's due would be a mqjor undertaking.

Don't be afraid to puf a creative spin on your project. Add color, pictures,

and decoraflve elements fo fake your project fo the next level.

Read through all of your final copy elemerås fo make sure +haf your

grammar, mechanics, and spelling are correct.

If you run out of room fo write any of the final copy materials, confinue

your response on another piece of paper. Then, attach your paper fo the

file folder.

You're welcome fo Type any or all of the elements of this project. You'll Just

wanf to size your typed worked so that it fits in The folder correctly.

Don't lef this project limit you to reading only one book this summer. Read a

bunch of books!

Copyright 0 2016 Brain Waves Instruction
For classroom use only by a single tea&kf.
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Fix the 9pelling Error4

find misspelled words. Circle +tyrn ond wri+e

correct spelling of word on he lines he bottom

Dear Diary,
Today wos a diftRn+ kind of day, a bad day. first 1 had +0
go +0 {he nurse during maåh becvse 1 fell off of my chair
Next 1 opened my lunch +0 find only one half of a sandwich.
fr was kind of discusåing. Then, 1 droped my lunch on +he
floor only io be s+eped on my {he class bully, Af+er lunch, 1
relined iha+ 1 had lef+ my coat in my classroom. 1 would
miss +he first few minvås of our very short recess. This was
Wrning ov+ +0 be he day iha+ would never end! After

recess, if was fine for science. My +eacher anovneed o he
class •that we wovid be having a surprize quiz Great. Just

Grea+. 1 wish 1 was home in bed wiåh my faveri+e shf+ed
anmial

Your freind

Toe

10.

11.

12.



Name

Longuago
Date

Directions: Write The tetter of each Type of figurative language next

fo each sentence that best matches if.

A. Simile

B. Metaphor
C. Hyperbole

D. Alliteration

E. Onomatopoeia
F. Personification

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

8.

to.

12.

13.

15.

16.

18.

19.

20.

He wds eo strong, he could •chop the free down with one swing of his ax:

The player ran fo second base as fast as a cheetah

I've told you a thousand firnes fo clean your room!

The car was an oven, baking in the hot, summer gun

The flower sleepily nodded its head in my direction.

The "Choo Choo!" of the train awoke me from my sleep.

By the end of summer, we were as bored as a free stump,

My sunburned skin was an advertisement to remember fo wear sunscreen.

"Boom!" The thunder echoed through the sky.

Affer a long day of hiking, he stepf like a log.

The warm eun peeked out from behind the grey cloude

Bees busily buzzed through the blossoms.

She was as happy as a clam when she won the contest.

He was a gazelle running smoafhly down the road.

The cookies were so delicious, I Think I ate a mitllon of then•d

The cereal popped and cracked in my bowl.

Many moons passed before summer arrived.

I have a million things to do before we go to the beach

The sky opened and cried its tears upon the earth.

My teacher is a wise owl.
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Name Date

Directions: Decide which parf of speech each word below is.

Wri+e if on The correcf pail.

baseball

beach

camp

popsicle

Noun

swim

float

dive

Ice cream

humid

swimsuit

scorching

mett

hot dog

lifeguard

fan

sunny

beau+ifu!

devour

delicious

edlng

cookou+

hungry

Travel

VQQb

AdJQCHVQ



Name

Usüng Conjunctüons
A conjunction is a connecting word that joins phrases or words.
An example would be:

and, but, or, for, yet, nor

: "Jose likes to

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

In this sentence, the word and connects sing in front of

people and dance the mambo.

In the sentences below, Circle the conjunctiön and underline the
2 phrases or words joined by the conjunction.

Dad likes golf, but he does not like having to walk 18 holes.

I am deciding whether to attend the party or spenda quiet night at
home.

Mom has worked for that company since she was a young girl.

Summer is a fun time to travel and enjoy the great outdoors!

Sarah loves reading, yet she doesn't have any books.

I would like to go away, but I have to work this weekend!.

My teacher will allow neither tardiness nor calling out.

Setiora Dominguez teaches us Spanish and English.

Aunt Dee reminds me to stay in school and work hard.

friAnHc



A preposition is a word that shows the relationship between a
noun or pronoun and other words in a sentence.

"Jack left hig backpacOchQQl foR the thlRd time thig week." : '

In this sentence, the word at explains where the

noun(backpack) has been left.

In the sentences below, circle the-preposition and Underline the
2 phrases or words joined by the preposition.

I accidentally tripped when I ran across the parking lot.1.

Leaving a few heavy textbooks in my locker might be a good idea.2.

We parked between the red car and the large truck.3.

Their family lives in Raleigh, North Carolina.4.

I was extremely tired so I was happy to be lying on the couch.5.

Studying biology is beneficial to me.6.

Mr. Juddson created the exam with the other math teachers.
7.

Winter is a fun time for skiing and snowboarding.8.

YOU can succeed through hard work and determination.9.

10. I am afraid I left my notebook on the kitchen table.



Name

using In+€rjec+ions
' An interjection is a word that expresses emotion, such as anger, sadness'

or joy. An interjection can stand alone and is followed by punctuation.:•

1. aWowJ That rollercoaster we much eun!

In the 1st sentence, the word Wow expresses excitement, followed by ann
exclamation point.

2. 'Wow, that test wa;n't too hard

In the 2nd sentence, the emotion is not as strong when followed by a comma.'

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

8.

9.

In the sentences below, underline the interjection. On the lines
provided, write the emotion suggested by the interjection.

Geez, I cannot believe how much homework J have.

Hey! I saw you take my lunch!

Well, I guess this is the end of the ride.

Yes! We made it to the first round!

Yuck! This tuna sandwich is absolutely disgusting!

Hooray! We have finally arrived.

Gee, I wonder how long the movie will be.

Wow, that story made me so sad.

Hmmm, I'm not sure if I'll be able to make it.



Name

UVing Correlative C0Qjunction9
A correlative conjunction is a conjunction within a pair of

conjunctions that work together, not necessarily adjacent to

each other, to connect words or phrases. See below.

I would prefer to eat either pizza or pasta tonight.
In this sentence, the words either and or act as correlative

conjunctions.

Wri+e syn+enees-on {he lines below for {he following pajrs.o+

correlafre conjvnc+ions.

1. neither/nor

2.

3.

4.

5.

either/or

not only/but also

whether/or

both/and


